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ABSTRACT

JET experiments using deuterium and tritium have made it possible to study sawtooth stability

in plasmas approaching thermonuclear conditions. Record fusion yields were obtained in

discharges where the sawtooth was delayed. In a sequence of discharges designed to study

alpha-heating, a new phenomenon was observed: the sawtooth period increases with tritium

concentration. The internal kink stability for both high performance and alpha-heating experiment

plasmas was studied. Calculations for the record fusion discharge at the time of maximum fusion

power (Pfus = 16 MW), showed that alpha-particles make a significant stabilising contribution to

the potential energy of the m = 1 internal kink instability. The scaling of sawtooth period with

tritium concentration implies a dependence on mean ion mass: possible reasons for such a

dependence are considered. Calculations of the kinetic fast particle contribution to the kink

potential energy indicate that the rise in sawtooth period with tritium concentration is likely to

have arisen from two effects: an increase in the slowing down time of the beam ions, which in

these plasmas is proportional to the mean ion mass, and an increase in the proportion of beam

ions at the full injection energy.

1. INTRODUCTION

JET experiments in the deuterium-tritium campaign of 1997 (DTE1) [1] have made it possible

to study sawtooth stability in plasmas approaching thermonuclear conditions. In the hot ion

H-mode régime, discharges with Deuterium and Tritium (DT) demonstrated both high fusion

yield [2] and significant alpha-particle heating [3]. Record fusion yields were obtained in

discharges where the sawtooth was delayed. In a sequence of discharges designed to study

alpha-heating, an interesting new phenomenon was observed: the sawtooth period increases

with tritium concentration, suggesting that the sawtooth period depends on the mean ion

mass [4].

JET plasmas free of Edge Localised Modes (ELMs) are usually obtained in discharges with

strong heating by Neutral Beam Injection (NBI). The sawtooth period is observed to increase

with NBI power, such that for PNBI  > 12 MW no large sawtooth crash is usually observed during

the ELM-free period. Thus, for high performance plasmas with PNBI  ~ 18–20 MW, the sawtooth

is not usually a problem. However, as the edge stability is improved, such that external kink

modes and ELMs are delayed [5], a possible sawtooth crash at a high value of b (the ratio of

volume-averaged plasma pressure to magnetic pressure at the magnetic axis) becomes a

concern. The critical parameter is normalised β, defined as βN ≡ aBtβ/Ip, where a is plasma minor

radius in m, Bt is toroidal magnetic field in T, β is expressed as a percentage, and Ip is plasma

current in MA. For βN  > 1.4, sawtooth crash post-cursor oscillations lead to saturation of the

neutron yield [4]. In the Preliminary Tritium Experiment (PTE) in 1991 the high

performance phase of discharges with 10% T, was terminated at βN ~ 2 by a sawtooth coupled to

a giant ELM [6-7].
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 A worrying aspect is the sawtooth unpredictability. For instance, an attempt to repeat the best

performance sawtooth-free discharge with the Mark I divertor [8] failed due to the appearance

of a sawtooth crash in a subsequent, apparently identical, discharge [9]. Difficulties in reproducing

sawtooth behaviour have also been encountered in JET high beta ELMy H-mode experiments

designed to study neo-classical tearing modes [10].

In the DTE1 experiments, delaying sawteeth was found to be crucial in the quest for high fusion

power. In the high performance, higher power discharges with 50% tritium, a combination of

NBI and Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH) was used to obtain input powers of the order

of 25 MW [11]. Experimentally sawtooth stability in these discharges was increased by the

ICRH heating and by careful adjustments of gas fuelling. Modelling described below indicates

that alpha-particle stabilisation was also important for these discharges.

The alpha-heating experiments were performed with 10 MW NBI as the sole auxiliary heating

source and the DT mixture scanned from 100% D to nearly 100% T. As expected the deuterium

reference discharges showed several sawtooth crashes during the ELM-free period. However, in

discharges with 50 – 100% tritium the sawtooth period increases and becomes of the same order

as the ELM-free period, similar to observations in deuterium pulses at higher powers.

It is generally believed that sawtooth stability depends on the potential energy δW associated

with kink displacements whose toroidal and (dominant) poloidal mode numbers are both unity.

We have studied internal kink stability for both high performance and alpha-heating experiment

plasmas. Our object was two-fold: to estimate the stabilising contribution of alpha-particles to

sawtooth stability in the record fusion power discharges and, to consider possible reasons for a

dependence of the sawtooth period on the mean ion mass.

2. SAWTOOTH OBSERVATIONS

2.1. High Performance Discharges

Record values of fusion power, Pfus, were obtained in high power discharges, with a beam DT

mixture of 50% T injected into a plasma background with the same composition. NBI heating

(PNBI ~ 20 MW) was complemented by ICRH (PICRH ~ 3-5 MW) [10]. Discharges were obtained

in two geometric configurations: the so-called standard configuration (Ip = 3.8 MA, Bt = 3.4 T)

and a higher field configuration (Ip = 4.0 MA, Bt = 3.8 T). The highest fusion power,

Pfus= 16 MW, discussed in Section 4, was obtained in the latter. In both cases q95 (the safety

factor where the poloidal flux is 95% of its edge value) is equal to 3.5, the average triangularity

δ is 0.36, and the boundary elongation κ is 1.8 at the time of maximum fusion power. A complete

description of the geometric parameters is given in Ref. [2].

In Figures 1–3 the sawtooth behaviour in three high performance discharges is compared.

These discharges were obtained in the standard configuration, where for comparison one
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discharge with NBI only was also produced. In all three discharges an early sawtooth is

observed ~0.3 s after the heating is switched on. Later on, the discharges all exhibit different

sawtooth behaviour.
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Figure 1: Temporal evolution of similar high
performance DT discharges, except for the gas
fuelling rate (PNBI = 20MW, PICRH = 3MW,
BT = 3.4T, IP = 3.8MA,  ηT = 50% ).

Figure 2: Temporal evolution of similar high
performance DT discharges, except for the ICRH
heating which was removed in discharge 42677.

In the first discharge in the sequence (42675), a sawtooth crash is observed later in the ELM-free

period at βN = 1.8 (Figures 1 and 3). For the next discharge (42676) gas fuelling was increased.

The higher gas rate led to an increase in the time between crashes from 0.6 s to >1.1 s.

Pfus, which saturated at 10 MW in the discharge with sawtooth period τsaw = 0.6 s, increased to

13 MW in the discharge with improved core stability (high performance in the latter case was

terminated by the first giant ELM).

Experience with deuterium-only operation suggested that sawtooth behaviour was sensitive to

gas fuelling, and indicated that fine tuning of the gas would be required also in DT.

Figure 1 shows the temporal evolution of various quantities in discharges 42675 and 42676: the

latter had a slightly higher gas fuelling rate. Fluctuations with toroidal mode number n = 1 are

observed in the plasma core in both cases, but the mode dies away in the discharge with higher

gas rate, and there is no subsequent sawtooth crash. Gas fuelling is normally carried out in two

phases: an initial gas puff before NBI heating, followed by continuous gas injection (gas bleeding)

during the heating phase. This improvement in core stability is not understood. Experiments in

deuterium indicate that the increased stability is related to the gas puff in the pre-heating phase.

This is used to decrease shine-through, improving NBI power deposition into the core of the

plasma. However, in the two DT discharges shown, the change in density is very small. There

are no significant changes in  either the core plasma pressure (calculated with TRANSP) or in

the q-profile (reconstructed with EFIT).

http://figures.jet.efda.org/JG98.322-18c.eps
http://figures.jet.efda.org/JG99.467/1c.eps
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In the next discharge in the sequence (42677), ICRH was removed. A sawtooth was again observed

(Figure 2). This is consistent with earlier observations that ICRH leads to long sawtooth periods.

In early JET experiments with ICRH, these were referred to as “monster sawteeth” [12].

Calculations (discussed below in section 4) show that in these high performance discharges the

ICRH fast ions, as well as alpha-particles, make a significant stabilising contribution to the

potential energy δW of the internal kink mode with dominant poloidal mode number m = 1.

It is important to note that in the case with NBI only, the sawtooth crash, at βN~1.2, does not

prevent Pfus from continuing to rise. In these discharges the sawtooth limitation is not associated

with the crash itself but rather with n>2 modes appearing around the time the crash is observed

(Figure 3). Magnetic, Soft X-Ray (SXR) and Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) fluctuation

data show that the sawtooth crash is preceded by long lived m = 1, n = 1 modes with a kink-like

structure [4]. The sawtooth crash triggers n = 3 and n = 4 modes outside the q = 1 surface (further

work is required to check if those modes are neo-classical tearing modes). Saturation of the

plasma stored energy and the neutron yield, coincide with the duration of such post-cursor

oscillations. The most dangerous post-cursors in this régime have toroidal mode number n = 3,

triggered when βN~1.8 (Figure 3).

Since at high powers and in a well optimised discharge, i.e. adjusted gas and ICRH heating, the

sawtooth period becomes larger than the ELM-free period, it is not possible to compare sawtooth

behaviour in the highest performance DT discharges with that in deuterium reference discharges.

A study of sawtooth behaviour with different tritium concentrations was, however, possible in

the lower power experiments, described in the next section.
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Figure 3: The sawtooth limitation to the discharge depends on the value of ßN. In the JET ELM-free discharges,
when ßN>1.4 the sawtooth crash is followed by n>2 modes, likely to be neo-classical tearing modes.

http://figures.jet.efda.org/JG99.467/2c.eps
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2.2. Alpha-heating discharges

The alpha heating experiment consisted of discharges in the standard configuration, with

10 MW of D and T injected by neutral beams into a plasma target with a DT mixture in the same

proportions as the NBI. The tritium concentration in these discharges was varied from 0 to

100%, allowing the study of both edge and core MHD stability as a function of the tritium input.

In addition a few discharges were produced with 100% tritium injected into a deuterium target

plasma and with pure deuterium injected into a tritium background.

The central electron temperature and the Dα emission in Figure 4 show the observed sawtooth

and ELM behaviour in discharges with different tritium concentrations, ηT = nT/(nD+nT).

With increased ηT, the sawtooth period, τsaw, increases, whilst the time of the first giant ELM

decreases. Typically, ELMs occur earlier in DT, consistent with the observation of higher edge

pedestal pressures. Edge effects observed in the hot-ion H-mode DT discharges are discussed in

Refs. [5] and [13]. Figure 5 shows the sawtooth period (solid diamonds) and the fusion power

(solid triangles) versus ηT, measured at t = 13.5 s. The fusion power has a non-monotonic

dependence on  ηT, the maximum Pfus occurring when ηT~50%. On the other hand the sawtooth

period increases linearly with ηT.

3. THE SAWTOOTH DEPENDENCE ON TRITIUM CONCENTRATION

We consider first the correlation between sawtooth period and tritium concentration observed in

the alpha-heating discharges. It is possible that this might be explicable in terms of sawtooth

stability criteria based on kinetic and diamagnetic modifications of the MHD energy principle.

The stability of the m = 1 internal kink mode, believed to be responsible for the sawtooth crash,

depends on the potential energy δW associated with kink displacements. This quantity can be
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split into two groups of terms, arising from the core plasma and fast particles: in the case of hot

ion H-modes, the core plasma contribution can be further sub-divided into a Magneto-hydro-

dynamic (MHD) term and a collisionless thermal trapped ion term, while the fast particle

contribution can include terms arising from NBI, ICRH and DT fusion reactions. We thus have

In certain sawtooth models (see e.g. Ref. [14]), a  crash is triggered when δW falls below a

critical value δWcrit.

Since ICRH was not used in the alpha-particle heating pulses, the only energetic ions in these

plasmas were alpha-particles and beam-ions. Fusion alpha-particles are expected to make a

significant stabilising contribution to the potential energy δW of m = 1 internal kink perturbations

in Next Step devices [14]. However, the lack of correlation between Pfus and τSaw (Figure 5)

indicates that alpha-particles alone cannot account for the observed variation of τSaw with ηT.

Isotopic effects, which could contribute to the observed dependence of τSaw on ηT, are found:

a) directly in the sawtooth crash threshold conditions [14] through quantities such as: the Alfvén

time and the Larmor radius; and b) indirectly through the slowing down time of the

beam ions.

In the next three sections these two possibilities are explored. The chosen analysis time for all

discharges is t = 13.5 s (i.e. 1.5 s after the beam heating is switched on). This is the time just

before the first large sawtooth crash observed in the deuterium reference discharge. Our intention

here is not to explain the onset of sawtooth, but rather to look into the relative size of the various

components involved in the stability of the internal kink mode as a function of ηT.

3.1. Sawtooth stability threshold

Porcelli and co-authors proposed in Ref. [14] that a sawtooth crash would occur in ITER when

any of the following conditions were satisfied:

Here, the kink energy has been normalised to 0
2

0
2

110
2 /BsR2 µεπξ , where ξ is the kink dis-

placement, R0 is the tokamak major radius, 011 R/r=ε  is the q = 1 radius normalised to R0, s1 is

magnetic shear at q = 1, B0 is the toroidal magnetic field, and m0 is the free space permeability.

The other quantities in Eqs (2)-(4), are all calculated at q = 1 and are defined as follows: τA is a

characteristic time associated with the Alfvén speed, cA (the precise definition is A0
2/1

A c/R3=τ ),

Adfhcore cW τω−<δ

Ai*k fcore 2
1

WW τω−<δ+δ (3)

 and crit11 ss > (4)Ai*2
1

Wˆc τω−>δ>ρρ

fastkkICRHkNBIcorekiMHD )WWW()WW(W αδ+δ+δ+δ+δ=δ (1)

(2)
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hc  and ρc  are dimensionless factors of order unity; 10
2/1

1e1ii reB/) ]TT(m[ˆ +=ρ , where Til and

Tel are the ion and electron temperatures; δWcore includes the effects of toroidicity, shaping, and

kinetic stabilisation by hot thermal ions; δWkf is the kinetic contribution to δW of fast ions

(alpha-particles plus beam ions), ωdf is a characteristic toroidal precession frequency of those

ions; and i*ω  is the thermal ion diamagnetic frequency.

In all the discharges considered here there were always fast ions with sufficient energies to

ensure that Eq. (2) was not satisfied. The second part of Eq. (4) is equivalent to a condition that

s1 exceeds a critical value [14], which, in the alpha-particle heating pulses, can be estimated to

be typically 0.6. Equilibria obtained using the EFIT code [15] indicate that s1 was typically

about 0.4 in these discharges. Equation (3) is the sawtooth instability criterion found to be most

relevant to those discharges. This identifies an isotope effect on sawtooth stability arising from

the Alfvén time that increases as mi
1/2, and so the critical δW for instability becomes more

negative as the plasma tritium fraction increases.

The parameters determining δWcore (the q-profile, the total plasma beta poloidal, βp, the plasma

shape, and the bulk ion temperature, Ti) did not vary significantly from shot to shot (except in

the discharge with 100% T which had a lower s1 and an atypical m = 1 mode displacement).

Here, we do not attempt to evaluate δWcore, since in most of the discharges analysed it had

approximately the same value, and we are concerned principally with changes in Wδ  and the

threshold for instability resulting from an increase in the beam tritium fraction. In the following

sections we outline the methods used to calculate the alpha-particle (δWkα) and beam ion (δWkNBI)

contributions to δWkf.

3.2. Stabilisation by fast ions

The alpha-heating discharges were analysed using the transport code TRANSP [16-17].

Figure 6 shows the perpendicular energy density u⊥  of energetic ions in the plasma centre for a

particular time (t = 13.5 s) in each of the alpha-particle heating pulses plotted versus the sawtooth

period. A strong correlation between u⊥  and τSaw is apparent. This appears to be very strong

evidence for sawtooth stabilisation by fast ions. The only energetic ions in these plasmas were

alpha-particles and beam ions. The largest contribution to u⊥  comes from the beam ions.

The maximum contribution to u⊥  from alpha-particles is about one third of the beam ion

component in the discharge with ηT~60% (Figure 7). Thus, it appears that alpha-particles may

be contributing to the stabilisation process (the correlation between τSaw and u⊥  is less clear-cut

if the alpha-particle contribution to the latter is neglected), nevertheless that contribution is

small. If a species is isotropic, it is straightforward to show that the perpendicular energy density is

equal to twice the parallel energy density, and that the corresponding particle pressure is equal to

u⊥ . Although beam ions at JET are generally anisotropic, TRANSP results for these discharges at

t = 13.5 s indicate that u⊥ ≈2 u||. As noted above, the beam power is the same (10 MW) in all the
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alpha-heating discharges. The highest birth energies 0E  of deuterons and tritons are also ap-

proximately identical (in the range 138-155 keV), although a certain fraction of the ions are born

at energies 2/E0  and 3/E0  [18]. The proportion of ions born at the highest energy is signifi-

cantly higher in the case of tritons than it is in the case of deuterons.

For sufficiently high injection energies (such that the slowing-down is mainly on electrons), the

beam ion pressure depends critically on the slowing-down time [19]

λ
επ

=τ
lnneZ

vmm3

e
42

b

3
ebe

2
0

2/3

)NBI(s (5)

where ε0 is the free space permittivity, em  is the electron mass, mb  is the average beam ion

mass, ev  is the electron thermal speed, bZ  is the beam ion atomic number, e is the proton

charge, en  is the electron density, and lnλ is the Coulomb logarithm.  In the alpha-particle

discharges the beam ions and the plasma background have the same DT mixture, and therefore

m mb i= , the average ion mass. Thus, in these discharges                  .

The beam ion energies were comparable to or less than the critical energy Ec at which ion-

electron and ion-ion collisions are equally important [19]:

,keV
A

Zn

n
A

T8.1 4E

3/2

j j

2
jj

e

2/3

ec











∑= (6)

where eT  is electron temperature in keV, A is the beam ion mass number, and the summation is

over bulk ion species, with nj, Zj and Aj respectively denoting density, atomic number and mass

number. It can be seen that cE scales as 3/2
ib m/m . At energies cEE >  beam ions slow down

predominately on electrons, and the steady-state beam pressure bp  is of the order of the injected

power per unit volume, ρNBI, times )NBI(sτ .  The beam pressure in this case scales linearly with

the beam ion mass. For E << Ec, on the other hand, the beam ions slow down predominately on

bulk ions, and undergo significant pitch angle scattering. Using the result that the steady-state

beam ion distribution varies as  )NBI(sτ /(E3/2+Ec
3/2) [19], it is straightforward to show that the

beam ion pressure in this regime scales as ρNBI )NBI(sτ (E0/Ec)
3/2  where E0 is the beam injection

energy. For fixed values of ρNBI and E0, and a plasma with ib mm = , this would imply 2/1
bb mp ∝ .

Since kNBIWδ  scales approximately with the fast particle pressure [14], it follows that kNBIWδ
should increase with the plasma tritium fraction.

In the case of the experiments discussed here, 0E  is comparable to cE , and so for fixed ρNBI and

0E  one would expect to find a variation of beam pressure with ion mass which was intermediate

between that predicted for the supercritical ( cEE > ) and sub-critical ( cEE << ) regimes.

τ s NBI( ) ∝ mi
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In fact, the beam component of u⊥ (0) is about 80% higher in the discharge with 100% tritium

beam injection than it is in the discharge with 100% deuterium injection. This strong variation of

beam pressure appears to be due partly to the fact that, as noted above, a higher proportion of

tritons than deuterons are born at the full injection energy: in the sub-critical regime bp

increases with both )NBI(sτ  and 0E . Small differences in beam injection energies and angles may

also have contributed to the variation of bp  with bm . In Figures 5 and 6 a discharge with 100%

T injected into a deuterium target plasma is shown for comparison. The fact that the sawtooth

period in this discharge is similar to that observed in discharges with mainly deuterium (Figure

5) appears at first to contradict the hypothesis that the sawtooth stabilisation in the alpha-heating

discharges is related to the ion mass. It is clear from Figure 6 that u⊥ (0) for this discharge is

similar to the values calculated for DT discharges with low ηT values and similar sawtooth

periods. (This is due to large differences in density and temperature profiles). Thus this dis-

charge does not contradict the hypothesis that the beam ions may be in large part responsible for

the sawtooth stabilisation observed in the alpha-particle heating discharges.
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Figure 6: The sawtooth period τsaw versus the central µ⊥  calculated with TRANSP at t = 13.5 s. The solid line shows
the best linear fit to the data. The open symbol corresponds to a discharge in which 100% T was injected into a D
plasma.

3.3. Fast particle contributions to the internal kink energy

We have computed kNBIWδ  and αδ kW  for the alpha-heating discharges using two methods:

numerically, using the NOVA-K code [20]; and semi-analytically, using a simplified model

developed in Ref. [19]. We start with the semi-analytical calculations. As noted previously, radial

profiles of u⊥  and u|| for the various energetic ion species in the alpha-particle heating series of

discharges indicate that the relation u⊥ ≈2u|| generally holds. This is consistent with the energetic

ion distributions being approximately isotropic. To simplify the analysis, we assume that this

condition holds, and that u⊥  is thus approximately equal to the particle pressure p. We assume

also that the fast ions have slowing-down energy distributions and exponential radial profiles.

The alpha-particle and beam ion distribution functions Fα, Fb are thus assumed to be of the form [19].

http://figures.jet.efda.org/JG98.322/8c.eps
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where Ecα, Ecb are the critical energies of the two species, and the e-folding lengths ∆α, ∆b are

typically about 0.4 – 0.45 m in the alpha-particle heating pulses. The use of a simple

slowing-down distribution is more accurate in the case of  alpha-particles than it is in the case of

beam ions since, as noted previously, a significant proportion of the latter are born at one half

and one third of the maximum injection energy. However, in the isotropic limit the shape of the

fast particle energy distribution affects the kink energy only through finite orbit width effects

[21], which are relatively small at beam ion energies. As indicated by Eq. (6), the critical

energies in Eqs (7) and (8) have a weak dependence on mean ion mass: for simplicity, we set

im equal to 2.5 times the proton mass mp in both critical energies, and the beam ion mass also

equal to 2.5 mp in Ecb. Taking finite orbit width into account, and adopting the distribution given

by Eq. (7), the appropriate expression for αδ kW is [21]

The integration here is over energy and minor radius, normalised respectively to the

alpha-particle birth energy (assumed to be unique and equal to 3.5 MeV) and r1. The reciprocal

of an energy integral appears in order to ensure that the alpha-particle pressure is correctly

normalised. The quantity β0a is the central toroidal alpha-particle plasma beta, and

where Ωα is the alpha-particle cyclotron frequency and E* is now particle energy per unit mass.

In general, the radial integral in Eq. (9) includes additional terms of order 1 - q and s

(local magnetic shear), which we have neglected. These additional terms have the effect of

increasing δWκα [22]. Taking the limit of zero orbit width (E* → 0, k*
2 → 1 for all x), Eq. (9)

reduces to an expression which, to zeroth order in 1 - q and s, agrees with those used in previous

studies (see, for example, Ref. [22]). The appropriate expression for kNBIWδ  is of exactly the

same form as that given by Eq. (9).

To evaluate αδ kW and kNBIWδ  for the alpha-particle heating series of discharges, we set

r1 = 0.37 m. According to q-profiles obtained using EFIT, the q = 1 radius lies close to this value

at 1.5 s after the start of neutral beam injection in every case. The e-folding lengths of the energy

density profiles computed using TRANSP do not vary greatly from shot to shot either, although

in general the beam ions have a slightly broader energy density profile than the alpha-particles.
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In every case we set ∆α = 0.4 m and ∆NBI = 0.46 m. Since we are identifying u⊥  with pressure, it

follows that β0α = 2µ0u⊥α (0)/B0
2 and β0b = 2µ0u⊥ b(0)/B0

2 (the subscript b referring once again to

beam ions). Finally, for the purpose of evaluating the critical δW for a sawtooth crash

(δWcrit ∫ -ω*iτA/2), we assume that the electron and ion temperatures vary as 1-r/a and that the ion

density has a flat radial profile. We set s1 = 0.4, central electron temperature Te0 = 10 keV, central

ion temperature Ti0 = 14 keV, and central ion density ni0 = 3 × 1019m-3. Finally, we evaluate im

using

Circles, squares and triangles in Figure 8 show αδ kW , kNBIWδ  and δWcrit, respectively,  for the

alpha-particle heating discharges. As expected, αδ kW  is highest in a discharge with approximately

equal amounts of deuterium and tritium (42847). The relation between kNBIWδ  and τsaw is not as

clear-cut as that between u⊥  and τsaw (Figure 6), but the general trend is for kNBIWδ  to increase

with sawtooth period. Comparing, for example, the discharges with τsaw = 1.388 s and

τsaw = 1.607 s, one can see that in the latter case a lower αδ kW  is accompanied by a much higher

kNBIWδ , the result being a strong increase in kink stabilisation which is consistent with the

increase in sawtooth period. It is also apparent from Figure 8 that the isotopic variation of δWcrit

is much weaker than the variation in either αδ kW or kNBIWδ .
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Figure 7: Profiles of beam and alpha-particle energy
density computed using TRANSP for t = 13.5 s in
alpha-heating discharge 42847, with 60% T.

Figure 8: The open symbols show the calculated δWcrit,
δWka and δWkNBI versus the sawtooth period in the
analytic approximation

A similar pattern emerges from the numerical treatment. We used a recently modified version of

NOVA-K which takes into account the finite orbit widths and finite Larmor radii of the fast

particles [23] in evaluating the kinetic contribution from the various fast particle groups to the

.m) ]1(23[m pTTnn
nmnm

i
TT

DDTT η−+η=≡ +
+

(11)

http://figures.jet.efda.org/JG98.322/4c.eps
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MHD quadratic form of the mode energy δWkf. It uses a perturbative method with the unperturbed

m = 1/n = 1 ideal kink eigenmode structure calculated by the ideal MHD code NOVA [20].

NOVA-K utilises this mode structure to calculate the fast particle contribution δWkf.

The NOVA-K code uses TRANSP results for plasma and fast particle parameters. The fast particles

were assumed to have slowing-down speed distributions, as in the semi-analytical calculation,

while the pitch angle distributions were taken to be isotropic in the case of alpha-particles and

Gaussian in the case of NBI ions, peaked at λ= EB/BE 0⊥  = 0.3, where ⊥E is the particle

perpendicular energy, and having a broad half width ∆λ = 0.7, so that there is a significant

fraction of trapped particles. Such a form was chosen to fit the TRANSP results for the tangentially

injected beam. Note that the broadening of the pitch angle distribution is due to the finite orbit

width, finite Larmor radius, finite beam width and collisional scattering of the beam ions [17].
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Figure 9: The open symbols show the calculated, δWκα and δWκNBI versus the sawtooth
period using NOVA-K.

For the purpose of these calculations, we neglect plasma rotation. (Plasma rotation effects are

discussed in a separate paper [24].) The radial NBI ion beta profile was taken from TRANSP.

The results in Figure 9 show values computed using NOVA-K for δWkNBI and δWkα versus

sawtooth period.

The two methods of calculation give almost identical values of δWkNBI in two discharges.

The analytical approach gives somewhat lower values of δWkα, but the overall effect of this on

the kinetic part of the kink energy is small, since the dominant contribution comes from δWkNBI.

Note that we have excluded from the comparison the discharge with 100% T since the q-profile

it has from TRANSP calculations is different from the other discharges. The eigenmode

structure for this shot does not allow employing the perturbative analysis we use, which is based

on the dispersion relation of Ref. [20].

http://figures.jet.efda.org/JG00.43/2c.eps
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We conclude that there is a positive correlation between the kinetic part of the kink energy and

sawtooth period in the alpha-heating discharges. If we are justified in assuming that δWcore was

approximately the same (at a given instant after the start of NBI) in every discharge, the correlation

between kinetic kink energy and τsaw is consistent with a scenario in which the occurrence of a

sawtooth crash is delayed mainly by the presence of energetic ions (principally beam ions, in

this case). Since the change in δW due to energetic ions is roughly proportional to the pressure

of those ions, a progressive increase in the latter implies that δWcore must become progressively

more negative in order for a sawtooth to be triggered [25]. The core kink energy is likely to fall

during the course of the discharge, due to the combined effects of an increase in the total plasma

pressure gradient and evolution of the q-profile. The latter process, particularly, is not likely to

be strongly dependent on the beam pressure, and so the temporal evolution of δWcore should not

have varied greatly from discharge to discharge. If the beam pressure is relatively high, however,

δWcore will take a relatively long time to become sufficiently negative that Eq. (2) is satisfied:

this is the most credible interpretation of the correlation in Figure 5. Increased sawtooth stability

occurs essentially because of higher beam ion pressure, which in turn arises partly because of

the fact that beam tritons are more massive than deuterons, and thus take longer to slow down.

4. ALPHA-PARTICLE EFFECT ON INTERNAL KINK STABILITY IN THE

DISCHARGE WITH RECORD FUSION YIELD

We have also studied internal kink stability for the high performance DT discharges.

Here we show the result of calculations for the record fusion discharge 42976 at the time of

maximum Pfus = 16 MW (Figure 10). This discharge was obtained in the higher field

configuration (details in Subsection 2.1). Similarly to the discharge with the highest Pfus in the

standard configuration (discussed in Subsection 2.1) no sawtooth was observed.

http://figures.jet.efda.org/JG99.490/1c.eps
http://figures.jet.efda.org/JG98.322/3c.eps
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Calculations were performed with the codes PEST [26] and NOVA-K [20] using TRANSP data.

In the high performance discharges there were 3 types of fast ions: beam ( ηT = 50%), ICRH

( Hη  =  1%) and alpha-particles, all with similar u⊥  values (Figure 11). The contributions of

these species to the kink mode damping rate are normalised to the Alfvén frequency, defined

here as the core Alfvén speed divided by the product of the major radius and q95. The normalised

growth and damping rates γ/ωA ( ∝ δ W ) are listed in Table 1, together with the corresponding

beta toroidal. It is apparent from this table that the internal kink mode in this discharge was close

to marginal stability. The alpha-particle stabilising contribution to δWkf is of the same order as

that arising from the ICRH minority H ions. The beam contribution, in contrast to the

alpha-heating discharges discussed previously, is very small, despite the beam ions having

energy densities comparable to those of the other energetic ion species. This may be due to a

lower deuterium beam injection energy (76 keV), lower NBI beta and geometric factors, which

decrease the ion toroidal precession drift frequency or effectively decreases beam ion energy.

The most important conclusion to draw from Table 1 is that alpha-particles appear to have

contributed substantially to sawtooth stabilisation in the highest performance JET DT discharges.

Values of toroidal beta and normalised internal kink growth/damping rates in high performance
DT discharge 42976.

TABLE 1

β(0)% γ/ωA %

MHD 5.81 -1.49

ICRH 0.65 +0.89

NBI (D) 0.25 -0.07

NBI (T) 0.44 +0.17

alpha-particles 0.6 +0.53

net growth/damping rate +0.17

5. CONCLUSIONS

In a sequence of JET DT discharges designed to study alpha-heating there is a strong correlation

between tritium fraction and the sawtooth period. We have shown that there is also a correlation

between the kinetic energetic ion component of the m = 1 internal kink energy and the sawtooth

period. In these discharges the main contribution to the kinetic kink energy is from beam ions

rather than alpha-particles. Similar beam powers and injection energies were used in each of the

alpha-heating discharges: the fast ion pressure nevertheless varied considerably from shot to

shot, due partly to the mass dependence of the beam-ion slowing-down time and partly to a

variation in the proportion of beam ions born at the full injection energy. Experimentally,
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delaying sawtooth activity was found to be crucial in obtaining record fusion powers.

Calculations have also shown that alpha-particles had a substantial stabilising effect on the

m = 1 kink mode in the highest performance JET DT discharge, and may thus have delayed the

occurrence of a sawtooth crash in that discharge.
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